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"The Roasted Foie Gras is definitely worth an extra mile on the treadmill."

One Market
San Francisco

There's one place where the food is always as remarkable as the people.
One Market Restaurant.

1 Market Street, San Francisco • Reservations: 415 777-5577
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AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER nurtures the art of live theater through dynamic productions, intensive actor training in its conservatory, and an ongoing dialogue with its community. Under the leadership of Artistic Director Carey Perloff, A.C.T. embraces its responsibility to conserve, renew, and reinvent its relationship to the rich theatrical traditions and literatures that are our collective legacy, while exploring new artistic forms and new communities. A commitment to the highest standards informs every aspect of A.C.T.'s creative work.

Founded in 1965 by William Ball, A.C.T. opened its first San Francisco season at the Geary Theater in 1967. In the 1970s, A.C.T. solidified its national and international reputation, winning a Tony Award for outstanding theater performance and training in 1979. During the past three decades, more than 300 A.C.T. productions have been performed to a combined audience of seven million people; today, A.C.T.'s performance, education, and outreach programs annually reach more than 200,000 people in the San Francisco Bay Area. Last year, A.C.T.'s efforts to develop creative talent for the theater were recognized with the prestigious Jujamcyn Theaters Award.

Since Perloff's appointment in 1992, A.C.T. has enjoyed continued success with groundbreaking productions of classical works and bold explorations of contemporary playwriting. Guided by Perloff and managing director Heather Kitchen, A.C.T. has expanded its audience base and produced challenging theater in the rich context of symposia, audience discussions, and community interaction.

The conservatory, now serving 1,400 students every year, was the first training program not affiliated with a college or university accredited to award a master of fine arts degree. Danny Glover, Annette Bening, Denzel Washington, and Winona Ryder are among the conservatory's distinguished former students. With the 1995 appointment of Melissa Smith as conservatory director, A.C.T. renewed its commitment to excellence in actor training and to the relationship between training, performance, and audience. The A.C.T. Advanced Training Program has moved to the forefront of America's actor training programs, while serving as the creative engine of the company at large.
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The 1997-98 A.C.T. Season

HIGH SOCIETY
music and lyrics by Cole Porter
book by Arthur Kopit
directed by Christopher Reinhart
based on the play The Philadelphia Story by Philip Barry
and the Turner Entertainment Co. motion picture High Society.
September 4 – October 5, 1997

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
by Tennessee Williams
directed by Richard Seyd
October 23 – November 23, 1997

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
adapted from Charles Dickens’s novella by Dennis Powers
and Laird Williamson
directed by Candace Barrett
November 29 – December 28, 1997

IT’S A SLIPPERY SLOPE
written and performed by Spalding Gray

INSURRECTION: HOLDING HISTORY
by Robert O’Hara
directed by Charles Randolph-Wright
January 8 – February 8, 1998

GOLDEN CHILD
by David Henry Hwang
directed by James Lapine
February 12 – March 15, 1998

MARY STUART
by Friedrich Schiller
translated by Michael Feingold
directed by Carey Perloff
March 26 – April 26, 1998

THE GUARDMAN
by Ferenc Molnar
translated by Frank Marcus
directed by Albert Tekarian
May 7 – June 7, 1998

OLD TIMES
by Harold Pinter
directed by Carey Perloff
June 11 – July 12, 1998

The Fine Art of Real Estate

Fred Sands
CITY PROPERTIES
(415) 441-7272
1700 California Street, Suite 260 / 2176 Chestnut Street
http://www.fredsands-sf.com

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • FINANCE • APPRAISAL
Independently Owned and Operated
LONGINES

L’ELEGANCE DU TEMPS DEPUIS 1832
SWISS MADE

GOLDEN WIND

18K ANTI-STAINLESS STEEL

Macy's, San Francisco, Palo Alto, Santa Clara
The journey is familiar.
The view changes.
But not the feeling.
You're relaxed.
Comfortable. At peace.
You're on the right road.
Where else would you be?

American Airlines
First and Business Class
Coast-to-Coast

Experience First or Business Class to New York,
Boston, Washington, D.C., and Miami.

AmericanAirlines
Something special in store.

GROUPS SAVE AT A.C.T.
Groups of 15 or more can save up to
27 percent on A.C.T. ticket prices.
And group leaders see the show for free!

For information, call Linda Graham at
(415) 346-7805.

A.C.T. STAFF
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900 OFFICE
Richard Gerrard, Manager
Juan Toruno, Student Manager
Mariana Zavala, Group Sales Coordinator
James Shreve, Set Designer
Lorraine Andrews, Sound Designer
Bryan Lieb, Production Manager
Wayne Lee, Technical Manager
Carrie Murphy, Kathy Wall Pullin, Administrative Assistant
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Mark C. Peters, Manager
DaVida Yamashita, Customer Service

Teleservices
Julie Anne Canaday, Manager
Franz Rath, Assistant Manager
George Nguyen, Assistant

Front of House
Alice E. Lubrano, Manager
Theater Manager
Debra Schuman, Assistant to the Theater Manager
Eric Ramos, Calvin Roby, Assistant Managers
Marc Stern, Security Guard
Joseph Fernandez, Beverly Saba, Door Person
Annie Brunacs, Sandra Cibello, Ian Halsey, Paul Langeliner, Marie Loo, Vincent Lina, Laura Marty, Alex McNeil, Jr., Carol Nold, John Pearson, Bartenders
Andy Ahrens, Nanaya Jacques, Nick Jensen, Michelle Lasson, Cathryn Martinez, Concessions

Operations
Lesley Penner, Manager
Butt Smith, Assistant Manager
Les Lucas, Crew
Curtis Carr, Jr., Richard Sprinsky, Security

CONSERVATORY
Craig Slaght, Young Conservatory Director
Bruce Williams, Director of Student Training Programs
Meredith McCloud, Director of Student Affairs
Jack Sharrar, Registrar & Director of M.F.A. Program
Leahy Kasa, Technical Manager
Susan Pace, Administrative Assistant
Joe Rentner, Librarian
Vivian Ross, Administrative Assistant
Kimberly Moline, Conservation Assistant
Tanji Apolonio, Educational Assistant
John Dixon, Conservation Assistant
Alison Augustin, Receptionist

Advanced Training Program
Core Faculty
Jeffrey Blake, Susan
Jeffrey Cutler, Vic
Frank O'Neil
Alexandra Richard
Virginia Ney Nayl, Dance/Acting
Priscilla Reynolds, Modern Dance
Melissa Smith, Acting
Deborah Sussel, Speech
Edword Vos, Professor of Humanities
Adjunct Faculty
Bonita Bradley, Dance
Greg Hoffman, Piano
Mike McClure, Humanities
Timothy Ray, Humanities
Meryl Lieber, Shakespeare
Professionalism
Margo Whitcomb, Humanities

Studio A.C.T.
Anatolec B Lab: Acting
Bonnie Makoto, Acting
Lea J. Bartlett, Dynamic Movement
Richard Butterfield, Acting
Michael Carroll, Acting
Robert Ernst, Techniques for Acting
Paul Finckner, Acting
Amy Freed, Acting
Marvin Greene, Acting

Christoelau Haas, Acting
Chris Hesdall, Acting
Andrew Harteau, Acting
Krista Holm, Acting
Rose Adams Kelly, Acting
Alexander Klein, Acting
Drew Knauff, Speech
Barry Lloyd, Music
Lynne Majercik, Performance
Domenico Lomanto, Acting
Kimberly Moline,Jaecey & Speech
Tam Osa, Dance
Vivian Rice, Acting
Barbara Schultz, Speech
Andreas Snow, Piano
Jennt St. Clair, Acting
Rachel Sodickson, Acting
Ana Victoria, Singing
Lucy Wang, Singing
Bruce Williams, Acting

Young Conservatory
Linda Barrett, Senior Physical Acting
Marc Sallai, Junior Physical Acting
Charlise Gust, Musical Theater
Joshua Costello, Intermediation
Red Davis, Acting Techniques
Jeffrey Dugger, Acting Techniques
Nancy Fishman, Acting Techniques
Tom Kester, Performance Workshop
Stefanie Leverence, Acting
Domenico Lomanto, Shakespeare
Kimberly Maloney, Music & Speech, Student
Juniour Acting
Amy Moeller, Acting Techniques
Pamela Rizos, Intermediate Acting
Stephanie brought, Acting Techniques
Kate Rowland, Acting
Vivian Sans, Musical Theater Workshop
Jack Sharrar, Audition Workshop
Craig Slaght, Acting Techniques
Mary Stoltz, Outreuche
Performance Workshop
Accompanist
Barry Lloyd
James Murdock

Wanted: Organizers of 15 or more!
For information, call Linda Graham at
(415) 346-7805.
Come to A.C.T. for the most entertaining education in town. A.C.T. offers several ways for you to learn about the season’s productions and to express your views on the issues they raise:

**A.C.T. PROLOGUES**

Sponsored by the Junior League of San Francisco, these lively one-hour presentations are conducted by each show’s director. Prologues are held before the Tuesday preview of every production, at 5:30 p.m., in the Geary Theater. Doors open at 5 p.m.

**AUDIENCE EXCHANGES**

These informal, anything-goes sessions are a great way to share your feelings and reactions with fellow theatergoers. Audience Exchanges take place in the Geary Theater for 30 minutes immediately after selected performances and are moderated by A.C.T. staff members.

**A.C.T. PERSPECTIVES**

This popular series of free public symposia is back in 1997–98 from 7 to 9 p.m. on selected Monday evenings in the Geary Theater. Each symposium features a panel of scholars, theater artists, and professionals exploring topics ranging from aspects of the season’s productions to the intersection of theater and the arts with American culture. Everyone is welcome—you need not have seen the play to attend.

**WORDS ON PLAYS**

Each entertaining and informative audience handbook contains advance program notes, a synopsis of the play, and additional background information about the playwright and the social and historical context of the work. A subscription for seven handbooks is available by mail to full-season subscribers for $42 ($21 for opening night subscribers); limited copies of handbooks for individual plays are also available for purchase at the Geary Theater Box Office, located at 405 Geary Street at Mason, and at the merchandise stand in the main lobby of the Geary Theater, for $8 each.

---

**ON A CHRISTMAS CAROL**

**A.C.T. PROLOGUE**

December 2, 1997, 5:30 p.m.

Featuring Director Candace Barrett

---

Nestled discreetly in the heart of The City is a place with an enviable local reputation. Acclaimed by the wise and well-traveled among us, it is the perfect place to dine, share an aperitif or spend the night. Campton Place.

On Union Square, San Francisco.

For reservations, call (415) 781-5555.

For dining, call (415) 955-5555.

---

Stickley Mission Oak Collection

1455 TARAVAL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO • 415-564-4110
TUES, WED, FRI, 10 TO 5:30 • THURS 1 TO 9 • SAT 10 TO 5 • 800-644-4110
http://www.sirius.com/~noriega/
IT'S A SLIPPERY SLOPE

written and performed by

SPALDING GRAY

Creative Consultation: Paul Spencer

Commissioned by the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts

First performed as a work in progress in 1995 at the Vineyard Playhouse, Martha's Vineyard

It's a Slippery Slope will be performed without an intermission.

For tour booking and information contact:
Linda Greenberg, Nicole Borrelli, or Alisa Regas
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES, INC.
584 Broadway, Suite 1008, New York City 10012
Tel. 212.925.2100 Fax. 212.925.2426
Email: talk2us@ipasoho.com
By Spalding Gray’s own account, the emotional exhibitionism for which he is famous can be traced back to a pivotal experience he had on stage in 1974, while he was starring as Hoss in the New York premiere of Sam Shepard’s *Tooth of Crime* with Richard Schechner’s Performance Group. Stripped down to a green cape, boxing shoes, a motorcycle jacket, and a leather jock strap, Gray was directed to step out of character at a specific moment every night and slowly scan the crowd, making eye contact with as many audience members as possible before jumping back into character for the next scene. “That was such a powerful meditation every night,” Gray remembers. “My inner voice would start to say, What if you didn’t go to the next scene, but just started talking from yourself?”

Gray took his inner voice to heart and shortly thereafter began writing and performing the soul-searching, autobiographical narratives that would become his theatrical trademark. Working without the filter of a playwright’s script, using the highs and lows of his own life story as inspiration, Gray has made a career out of playing himself. “I come to know my life through the telling of it,” he has said.

Gray’s one-man performances have become something of a genre unto themselves. With the blossoming of solo performance art throughout the 1980s and the everyday reality of public confession in the tabloid culture of the ’90s, Gray has many imitators; no one, however, does exactly what he does. The preeminent storyteller and a self-described “poetic journalist,” Gray serves as a tour guide through the vicissitudes of his own psyche, with his keen eye for irony somehow managing to illuminate universal truths in the process. Although his stories are often hilarious, they always have a dark side, a pervasive sadness which manifests in an obsession with his own mortality and with mourning the loss of his mother, who committed suicide when Gray was 26. Morbidity and an ample dose of skepticism are always close at hand. (“Good morning,” Gray imagines his mirror reflecting back to him, “You are going to die.”)
Called a “master of the first person singular,” Gray has no trouble baring his innermost neurotic struggles before an audience of strangers and describes his performances as “creative narcissism.” “I’m an exhibitionist,” he has said, “but a very creative one. My nature is to confess and do it well. Confession as entertainment—ultimately it’s a healing act.”

YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE

During the last 17 years, Gray has written and performed fifteen autobiographical monologues and appeared in six feature films, including film versions of his three most popular monologues: the Obie Award-winning Swimming to Cambodia, about his experiences as an actor in Roland Joffe’s film The Killing Fields; Monster in a Box, about his struggles to write a novel (Impossible Vacation, published in 1993) and his underlying struggle to make peace with the memory of his emotionally disturbed mother; and Gray’s Anatomy, which recounts the loss of sight in his left eye and his ensuing globe-trotting search for alternative therapies. “I see myself as a Humpty-Dumpty figure,” Gray has said. “There’s a part of myself that is simply pushing the egg off the wall. I would name any of my monologues All the King’s Horses, had it not already been used as a title. I push myself off and I get down and start picking up the pieces.”

The anecdote has become Gray’s stock-in-trade, albeit a device he admits has the potential to put his art and his life at cross purposes. The anecdotist’s primary pitfall, he realizes, is the temptation to treat the events of his life simply as material for performance—even to cultivate experiences for their re-tell value—rather than let life unfold as a natural process. “Anecdotizing is a defense and it’s dangerous,” he has said. “I have to be careful with it. It’s a hazard of my trade.”

Memory, according to Gray, is the primal act of creativity. “Memory, for all of us, is our first creative act,” he has said. “Everyone that remembers is creative, is ‘re-membering.’ Everyone that is remembering is always putting something together that is always not the original event. The origin is always lost to us forever.” He finds a degree of solace in the fact that capturing his memories and narrating them grants him a kind of double life and allays, at least temporarily, his overwhelming fear of death. “I have a pretty good sense that I am only going to live once,” Gray has said, “and [performing my monologues] is a way of living twice. Memory is the best I can do at reincarnating myself.”

While Gray has admitted that “to tell a memory is more fun than to live it,” in It’s a Slippery Slope, arguably his most confessional monologue to date, he details his attempt to experience life for its own sake. “I’m tired of being a vicariant,” he says. “I want to live a life, not tell it.”

continued on page 38
A.C.T. PERSPECTIVES

A.C.T.'s popular symposium series continues in its fifth provocative season. Join us on selected Monday nights from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Geary Theater for in-depth, entertaining discussions. This year's symposia feature panels of scholars and theater professionals engaged in an ongoing exploration of the themes that link several of the plays in A.C.T.'s 1997-98 season.

Admission is FREE, and everyone is welcome.

REINVENTING OURSELVES:
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON HISTORY, IDENTITY, FAITH, AND NARRATIVE

On A Streetcar Named Desire
November 10, 1997

On Insurrection: Holding History
January 26, 1998

On Golden Child
February 23, 1998

On Mary Stuart
April 6, 1998

The Carlisle

“Retirement living that maintains your way of life... and your estate.”

At The Carlisle, you don't have to change the way you live or turn over a large portion—or all—of your assets to the community. Because here at The Carlisle, you're not just a resident, you're an owner. The Carlisle is the only retirement community in San Francisco that offers you the convenience and care of senior living with the advantages of homeownership.

As a condominium homeowner you preserve your estate, retain tax advantages and build equity.

We leave important decisions about your lifestyle up to you. For example, you can choose your own doctor and select a health plan that best fits your long-term needs. Choose fine cuisine from our dining room menu—or prepare meals in your own kitchen. Use our scheduled transportation for San Francisco's best cultural and recreational excursions.

And Carlisle residents enjoy the peace of mind that comes with an on-site nurse specialist and in-home assisted living services should the need arise.

Please visit our model condominium homes, or call 415-929-0200 for more information. Parking is provided.

Priced from $99,000.

THE CARLISLE
The city place for city people
1450 Post Street, San Francisco, 94109
415-929-0200

For information, please call the A.C.T. Literary Department at (415) 439-2445.
CELEBRATE THE SEASON WITH A.C.T.

There’s fun for the entire family at the Geary Theater as A.C.T. kicks off the 1997 holiday festivities on the opening night of A Christmas Carol, December 3, with a 7 p.m. Christmas tree lighting featuring cast members and carol sing-alongs.

The merrymaking continues with postperformance Christmas Caroling Parties—brought back by popular demand after last season’s overwhelming success—following matinees on November 30 and December 6, 17, 19, 26, 27, and 28 in Fred’s Columbia Room (in the lower lobby of the Geary Theater). Sip a cup of hot cider and sing a few carols while your youngsters pose for photos with Carol cast members, collect keepsakes for their stockings, and enjoy a host of holiday activities—including face painting by an A.C.T. makeup artist.

For information and tickets ($9 per person), please call the A.C.T. Box Office at (415) 749-2ACT. (A.C.T. Christmas Caroling Parties are supported by generous donations of food, drink, and other products by Bell Markets & Cala Foods. Cala Co.—consisting of Bell Markets, Cala Foods, and FoodsCo—has been a division of the Ralphs Grocery Company since 1995, operating 27 supermarkets in the Bay Area, including 12 premier locations in San Francisco.)

The Thursday, December 4, 7:30 p.m. performance is a Bring What You Can, Pay What You Wish show, at which patrons may pay any amount for tickets when they bring in boxed stuffing or canned cranberry sauce as donations to Project Open Hand’s food drive.

Tickets go on sale at the Geary Theater Box Office at noon on the continued on page 26
day of the show and must be purchased with cash. Patrons are limited to one ticket per donated item, two tickets per show per person. At least 100 tickets will be made available.

A.C.T. also offers an American Sign Language–interpreted performance on December 6 at 2 p.m. Orchestra seats for Deaf and hearing-impaired theatergoers are available at the special discounted price of $14, while supplies last. Patrons using a TDD should call A.C.T. via the California Relay Service for the Deaf at (800) 735-2929 for assistance.

Following the matinee on December 7, A.C.T. inaugurates a new Bay Area holiday tradition with a Fezziwig Family Supper sponsored by the Westin St. Francis Hotel and Visa Gold Card. Dinner and holiday entertainment are prominently featured in the evening’s fine fare. To receive an invitation, call (415) 439-2353.

ATTENTION HOLIDAY REVELERS!

Refreshments are available in the Sky Lobby and Fred’s Columbia Room in the Geary Theater during the hour before each performance. Stop by for a snack!

GIVE THE GIFT OF A.C.T.

Share the thrill of live theater with a special someone! A.C.T. gift certificates can be purchased in any amount and are valid for three years from the date of issue. Your fortunate friends can choose for themselves which plays they want to see, making this a truly personal present.

Convenient for you and the recipient, an A.C.T. gift certificate makes the perfect gift for any occasion—it’s a wonderful choice for the person who has everything. The certificate itself is beautifully printed on heavy buff stock with the full-color A.C.T. logo and is sent, or given to you to send, with the current season calendar, making it easy for the recipient to choose performances. To give the gift of great theater, call (415) 749-2ACT.

continued on page 26
THE A.C.T. ADVANCED TRAINING PROGRAM
CLASS OF 1998

American Conservatory Theater is both a producing theater and a conservatory. From the company's first season in San Francisco in 1967, a passionate commitment to the ongoing training of theater artists has been a fundamental part of its philosophy. With a wide variety of programs, the A.C.T. Conservatory underscores the responsibility of mature artists to pass on what they have learned over the years to younger members of the profession.

A.C.T. was the first fully accredited independent theater in the nation to grant a master of fine arts degree (M.F.A.) to students who train within its ranks. This season, 47 students are in residence in the Advanced Training Program (ATP), the cornerstone of the conservatory. Formerly a two-year certificate program (with the option of earning an M.F.A.), the ATP was recently expanded to include a mandatory third year of study emphasizing public performance and culminating in the award of the advanced degree. (The graduating class of the year 2000, who entered the program this fall, will be the first to complete all three years within the new program.)

Each year hundreds of talented young actors from all over the country audition to receive their training in the ATP, which is the conservatory's most rigorous component. Each student receives intensive training in the classroom, as well as practical experience in the rehearsal and performance of full-length dramatic works, from the classical to the contemporary, directed by leading members of the theatrical profession.

In addition to the regular curriculum, ATP students also benefit regularly from instruction by visiting theater artists. In December second-year ATP students engage in an intensive two-week language and character workshop with Giles Havergal, artistic director of Glasgow's Citizen's Theatre and director of last season's hit Travels with My Aunt. While at A.C.T. this month, Havergal also directs a staged reading, cast with ATP students and professional actors, of Sean O'Casey's Juno and the Paycock. This season, for the first time, second-year ATP students will also be featured in mainstage productions. Timothy Hull, Thomas Nieto, and Darby Stanchfield appear in A Christmas Carol, and Raphael Peacock will appear in Insurrection: Holding History.

A.C.T. is proud to introduce the talented members of the ATP's second-year class, who will graduate in May 1998. Look for them on stages and screens everywhere!

For information about A.C.T. Conservatory programs, call (415) 439-2350

BEYOND THE ATP

In addition to the talented young artists in the Advanced Training Program, more than 1,300 students receive short-term or part-time theater education in Studio A.C.T. (a weekend and evening program of classes for people 18 and older, at all levels of interest and experience) and the nine-week Summer Training Congress. Studio A.C.T.'s ten-week winter session begins January 5. The Young Conservatory, which offers classes to young people from 8 to 18 years old, is also accepting applications for its winter/spring session, February 17–May 18 (orientation begins February 7). The Young Conservatory's renowned Senior Performance Workshop features Mark Lieb's Terry Won't Talk, directed by A.C.T. alumnus Tom Kane. Performances take place January 16, 17, and 18.
INTRODUCING THE 1997–98 A.C.T. PROFESSIONAL THEATER INTERNS

A.C.T. introduces the 1997–98 Professional Theater Interns (PTIs), recent graduates of the Advanced Training Program who continue their training with professional company members on the mainstage in several productions this season. PTIs, including A Christmas Carol's Cindy Cheung, Dawn-Elin Fraser, LaKeith Hoskin, Omar Metwally, and Terri Mowrey, are selected each year in accordance with the casting needs of the upcoming season's plays. (Classmate Anika Noni Rose has been cast in Insurrection: Holding History; additional PTIs may be chosen later in the season.) Every PTI earns membership in the Actors' Equity Association union as a paid performer. The PTI apprenticeship, with its packed rehearsal and performance schedules, is an introduction to the exhilarating and hectic life of the professional actor.

All PTIs are sponsored by fellowships. For information about sponsorship opportunities, contact A.C.T. Development Director John Loder at (415) 439-2308.

Largest International No-Load Manager

DIVERSIFY OVERSEAS

T. Rowe Price International Stock Fund—performance potential plus diversification. If you want to diversify for enhanced return potential with reduced risk, don't overlook international equity investing with T. Rowe Price.

Our International Stock Fund—one of the oldest and largest international no-load mutual funds—follows a prudent strategy of investing in the stocks of established companies outside the United States. It has proven itself over a period of up and down markets, in times of both a weak and a strong U.S. dollar. In fact, the fund received one of Morningstar's highest ratings—four stars—for its overall risk-adjusted performance. This rating reflects how well the fund has balanced returns with risk relative to 601; 258; and 91 international stock fund peers for the 3-, 5-, and 10-year periods ended 9/30/97, respectively.*

Of course, international investing has special risks, including currency fluctuation. As with any stock fund, there will be price fluctuation. $2,500 minimum investment ($1,000 for IRAs). No sales charges.

Call 24 hours for a free information kit including a prospectus
1-800-401-5348

Invest With Confidence®

T. Rowe Price

*Strategic Insight Simfund. *Morningstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk-adjusted performance as of 9/30/97. These ratings may change monthly and are calculated from the fund's 3-, 5-, and 10-year average annual returns in excess of 90-day Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee adjustments and a risk factor that reflects fund performance below 90-day Treasury bill returns. The fund received 3, 3, and 4 stars for the 3-, 5-, and 10-year periods, respectively. Ten percent of funds in an investment category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4, and the next 35% receive 3. Past performance cannot guarantee future results. Read the prospectus carefully before investing. T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc., Distributor.
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

PG&E proudly continues its assistance to A.C.T. by underwriting A Christmas Carol, thereby helping to enrich the cultural life of the Bay Area. PG&E's support of A.C.T. is part of an active contributions program that makes grants to scores of nonprofit organizations in the company's service area of northern and central California. PG&E contributes about $9 million annually from shareholder profits to cultural and civic organizations, job training and business-incubator programs, education, and environmental stewardship efforts. These contributions are among the many ways in which PG&E works to strengthen the social, artistic, and economic vitality of the communities in which it operates and its employees live and work.

As the energy business enters a more competitive era, many changes lie ahead for PG&E and its customers. With the arrival of deregulation, PG&E is becoming far more global in scope. Its parent company, PG&E Corporation, now provides a variety of energy services across the country, and will soon extend its reach around the world. No matter how much its horizons expand, however, PG&E remains committed to delivering the best service to its local communities—including the Bay Area, where the company is based.

HONORING A.C.T.'S FRIENDS

Do you enjoy working with diverse people and learning more about the theater? The Friends of A.C.T., the company's volunteer auxiliary, offers many opportunities for people interested in contributing their time and talent to A.C.T. Volunteers assist with mailings and work with administrative departments, help at selected performances, staff the library, and more.

Friends do so much for A.C.T. throughout the year that we can never thank our volunteers enough for the critical support they provide. We would like to recognize the Friends listed below who have volunteered during recent months:

Edward Adams
David Anderson
Alison Augustine
Jean Battenburg
Marie Bauer
Helen Backner
Geraldine Collins
Maureen Don
Katherine Farioli
Elaine Foreman
Frances Frieder
Jackie Fullerton
Barbara Gerso
Eve Gersolsky
Dorothy Griggs
Pauline Hoff
Gerry Holmes
Phyllis Honodel
Robia Jean
Jessica Jellicfe
Esther Jennings
Arnold & Clemonzo
Iris Johnson
Pamela Robinson
William & Glady's Kanoe
Susanna Koh
Boyeo Kim
Ina Leemonowitz
Rita Minto
Mary Quinlan
Bruce Paul
Miram Perriese
Terry Pickett
Ewing Rees
Diane Wirth
Eloise Sherrill
Dorothy Wirth
For information about the Friends of A.C.T., call (415) 438-2301. For information about ushering, call (415) 438-2349.
KGO RADIO

KGO NEWSTALK AM 810 returns to support A.C.T. as media sponsor of A Christmas Carol. KGO made its A.C.T. sponsorship debut in 1990 with the Geary Theater inaugural production of The Tempest. KGO has been Northern California’s most-listened-to radio station for more than 10 years, due to its commitment to the community—a commitment to provide the most complete information about world and local events, a forum for discussion, and support for arts, civic, and other nonprofit community organizations.

Each week KGO informs and entertains more than one million listeners—people who enjoy the variety, depth, and stimulating nature of newsmarket programming. KGO appreciates the quality and diversity of the productions presented by A.C.T. and is proud to support an important San Francisco tradition.

THE PAN PACIFIC HOTEL SAN FRANCISCO

The Pan Pacific Hotel San Francisco continues its long tradition of A.C.T. support with cosponsorship of It’s a Slippy Slope, the Pan Pacific’s seventh sponsorship of an A.C.T. production. Located at the corner of Post and Mason Streets, a convenient one-block stroll for theatergoers heading to the Geary Theater, the Pan Pacific is a four-star establishment, designated one of the Leading Hotels of the World.

Designed by architect John Portman, the Pan Pacific Hotel San Francisco is one of 17 first-class establishments operated by Pan Pacific Hotels and Resorts in 14 countries throughout the Pacific Rim, including Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Bangladesh, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, the island of Vanuatu, Micronesia, and Canada, as well as The Mauna Lani Bay Hotel and Bungalows on the big island of Hawaii.

The Pan Pacific Hotel San Francisco, which features 311 rooms, 19 suites, and some of the finest dining in the city, bestows lavish attention upon its guests, including complimentary Rolls Royce local transportation and 24-hour personal valet and room service. The acclaimed PACIFIC Restaurant, under the creative direction of chef Yoshinori Kojima, offers an eclectic menu of California cuisine, prepared with impeccably fresh local ingredients.

Since opening its doors in 1987, the Pan Pacific Hotel has generously extended its hospitality to A.C.T. patrons: A.C.T. theatergoers can savor the PACIFIC Restaurant’s exquisite prix-fixe, three-course dinners, including valet parking, at moderate cost. A.C.T.’s major donors enjoy additional benefits. For hotel reservations, call (415) 771-8600; for dinner reservations, call (415) 929-2087.
SPALDING GRAY, a writer, actor, and performer, has created a series of 15 monologues which have been performed throughout the United States, Europe, and Australia, including: Sex and Death to the Age 14; Booze, Cars and College Girls; A Personal History of the American Theater; India and After (America); Monster in a Box; Gray's Anatomy; and the Obie Award–winning Swimming to Cambodia.

Gray's appearances on and off Broadway include his portrayal of the Stage Manager in the revival of Thornton Wilder's Our Town directed by Gregory Mosher, and Hess in the Performance Group's New York premiere of Sam Shepard's Tooth of Crime. With the Wooster Group, which he co-founded in 1977, Gray wrote and performed the autobiographical trilogy, Three Places in Rhode Island.


His television appearances include the HBO special Terrors of Pleasure, The Image (with Albert Finney) for HBO Premiere Films, and Zelda (dir. Pat O'Connor).

Gray's publications include a collection of monologues, Sex and Death to the Age 14, from Random House; Swimming to Cambodia from Theatre Communications Group; In Search of the Monkey Girl from Aperture Press; Orchards, Monster in a Box, and Gray's Anatomy from Vintage; and the novel Impossible Vacation from Knopf.

Gray has received a Guggenheim Fellowship and grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and The Rockefeller Foundation. He recreated his role in Our Town for PBS's Great Performances. His monologue Gray's Anatomy was released as a film directed by Steven Soderbergh in the spring of 1997, and It's a Slippery Slope, his latest monologue, was published by Farrar, Strauss & Giroux in the fall of 1997.

PAUL SPENCER (Creative Consultant) is a freelance writer from New York City. He is best known for his award-winning advertising for the New York State Lottery and for his work on the 1992 Clinton/Gore campaign. He recently finished a television pilot and is currently working on a film. This is his first project with Spalding Gray.

Special thanks to Suzanne Gluck for the title.
CHRONICLING THE SELF

Soon after his onstage epiphany during The Tooth of Crime, Gray formed the Wooster Group with his longtime friend director Elizabeth LeCompte and a small group of fellow actors from The Performance Group. They began to create performance pieces that LeCompte structured around Gray’s personal memories. Gray followed Schechner’s advice to be himself first, before taking on a role; the result was Gray’s first autobiographical trilogy, Three Places in Rhode Island, a docudrama about his turbulent New England childhood with a Christian Scientist mother and alcoholic father. His performance of Rumstick Road (the second part of the trilogy, based on a series of audiotapes Gray had made of his family) was the first time Gray took on an outside character and referred to himself onstage by his own name.

After Three Places (which he now refers to as “artistic mourning” for his mother), Gray knew he was finished with group collaboration but was unsure exactly what form his yearning for solo performance should take. While teaching a summer performance workshop at UC Santa Cruz in the summer of 1978, he sought the advice of Amelie Rorty, who was teaching a course in “The Philosophy of Emotions.” Gray confided in Rorty his fear that western culture was disintegrating and that the world as he knew it was nearing its demise.

She told me at word and said, “Well, Spalding, during the collapse of Rome, the last artists were the chroniclers.” And all the bells went off inside me. Of course, I thought. I’ll chronic my life, but I’ll do it orally, because to write it down would be in bad faith, it would mean I believed in a future.

Already a compulsive diarist (he hadn’t missed a daily entry for seven years) and a natural storyteller, Gray was perfectly suited to his new medium. He hurried back to New York and began performing monologues, to increasingly larger audiences, at The Performance Garage. He performed Sex and Death to the Age 14, his first published monologue, in 1979, and it established the look and feel of his subsequent solo work: “I sat behind that desk with a little notebook containing all I could remember about sex and death up until I was 14 years old.”

During Sex and Death, Gray devised his unique process of performance development. Rather than committing his stories to memory, he develops and refines each monologue over many months in front of a live audience. He does not write his monologues in the formal sense; they are never spoken or rehearsed beforehand. Instead, he creates a simple outline of events recollected from his life, jotting down key words to jog his memory while he’s onstage. “Then, guided by my outline, I tell you my story,” Gray explains. “It’s as though I am describing the images of an internal film.” In the early stages of the development process, Gray tape records each performance and listens to it the following morning. Each piece eventually takes on a fairly finished form, from which he makes only minor deviations in any given performance. Because the performances evolve organically, however, the opportunity for change is always there, which gives each monologue its spontaneous feeling and often leaves audiences believing Gray is speaking the material for the first time.

Audience reaction and participation are fundamental to all of Gray’s work. He has even developed a performance piece, called Interviewing the Audience, in which he turns his prodigious curiosity for once on others. Gray invites audience members to join him onstage and asks each one a stream of free-association questions that must resemble the interrogation to which he subjects himself in developing his own work. Life meets art meets life.

AN ACTOR AT HEART

Although his career has flourished during a time when solo performance has become increasingly popular, Gray distances himself from performance artists who subject audiences to what he calls “postmodern fractured narratives.” He continues to define himself first and foremost as an actor:

For me where acting comes in... is when I begin the public of the monologue’s evolution to study myself and my behavior. I begin to observe myself as a sort of character study...
I am to some extent an inverted Method actor in the sense that I use autobiographic emotional memory to play myself rather than other character. When it works, and it has for years, I'm able to transform what might be considered a psychopathology (divided or schizoid personality) into a creative act.

One remarkable aspect of Gray's work is that audiences are able to find aspects of themselves in his very personal despair and irrepresensible questioning. The audience, however, has the pleasure of laughing at it all. "The audience doesn't see the enormous amount of pain the humor comes out of," Gray explains. "They laugh right over it. There's a line in one of my monologues. It's funny—but not funny—that my father never went to see Swimming to Cambodia because he wouldn't miss cocktail hour. That audience would just howl, but that was the truth."

Gray's relentless commentary on the events of his life (which he calls "the ongoing self-opera of Spalding Gray") is so contingent on his suffering that one can't help but wonder, as he does in It's a Slippery Slope, whether achieving true happiness would thwart his creativity. Gray has emerged from the mid-life crisis he chronicled in Slope a more content and less detached man, and has settled into family life in Sag Harbor, Long Island with his two young sons, their mother, and her daughter. He is currently at work on a day-in-the-life monologue about fatherhood, entitled Sketches on Morning, Noon, and Night.

The recent calm in Gray's life, however, doesn't seem to pose a real threat to his passion for the neurotic any day soon. "I haven't really come through anything yet," he admits. "I'm still completely freaked out by the fact that I'm going to die forever. I'm trying to deal with that one, and with the knowledge that I'm not going to be able to tell a story about it."

---

```
IT'S A SLIPPERY SLOPE
```

**The master of solo performance comes to A.C.T. for a special year-end event!**

**AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER**

**Written and performed by Spalding Gray**

ONE WEEK ONLY! DEC 30 - JAN 4
TICKETS ONLY $15, $25, AND $35
GEARY THEATER

CALL 415 749-2ACT
WWW.ACT-SFBAY.ORG
CAREY PERLOFF (Artistic Director) assumed artistic leadership of A.C.T. in June 1992. Perloff has since led the company to unprecedented success, including the receipt of the prestigious 1996 Jujamcyn Theaters Award and the triumphant reopening of the Geary Theater following its $27.5 million restoration. Known for directing innovative productions of classics and championing new writing for the theater, Perloff's work at A.C.T. includes a highly acclaimed production of Timberlake Wertenbaker's new version of Euripides' Hecuba which featured Olympia Dukakis; Tom Stoppard's Arcadia; Tennessee Williams's Rose Tattoo with Kathleen Widdoes; Sophocles' Antigone; Strindberg's Creditors; Paul Schmidt's new translation of Chekhov's Uncle Vanya; David Storey's Home; the world premiere of Leslie Ayvazian's Singer's Boy; and the Geary Theater inaugural production of Shakespeare's Tempest, which featured David Strathairn and the Kronos Quartet. In 1993, Perloff directed the world premiere of Steve Reich and Beryl Korot's opera The Cave at the Vienna Festival and the Brooklyn Academy of Music.

Before joining A.C.T., Perloff was artistic director of CSC Repertory, the Classic Stage Company, in New York, where she directed the world premiere of Ezra Pound's Elektra with Pamela Reed and Nancy Marchand; the American premiere of Harold Pinter's Mountain Language and The Birthday Party with Joan Stapleton, David Strathairn, and Peter Riegert; Bertolt Brecht's Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui with John Turturro and Katherine Borowitz; and many other classic works. Under Perloff's leadership, CSC won the 1988 Obie Award for artistic excellence, as well as numerous Obies for acting, design, and direction.

Perloff received a B.A. (Phi Beta Kappa) in classics and comparative literature from Stanford University and was a Fulbright Fellow at Oxford University. She was on the faculty of the Tisch School of the Arts at New York University for seven years and currently teaches and directs in the A.C.T. Advanced Training Program.

This season at A.C.T., Perloff directs Pinter's Old Times, featuring Turturro and Borowitz, and the world premiere of Michael Feingold's new translation of Friedrich Schiller's Maria Stuart.

HEATHER KITCHEN (Managing Director) joined A.C.T. as managing director in November 1996. She has extensive experience in theater management and production, has served as a strategic planning consultant for arts and educational institutions, and has taught for more than 20 years throughout Canada. Most recently she served as general manager of the Citadel Theatre in Edmonton, Alberta, where she was responsible for a five-theater complex which produced up to 16 productions annually. Prior to her work at the Citadel, she was production manager at Theatre New Brunswick for three years. Her stage management experience includes the Stratford Festival, the Canadian Stage Company in Toronto, the Canadian Opera Company, and the New Play Centre of Vancouver. She was also company manager for the Stratford Festival while on tour. Kitchen received an honors degree in drama and theater arts from the University of Waterloo and earned her M.B.A. from the Richard Ivey School of Business at the University of Western Ontario.

MELISSA SMITH (Conservatory Director), the master acting teacher of the A.C.T. Advanced Training Program, has taught acting to students of all ages throughout the United States. Before assuming leadership of the A.C.T. Conservatory in 1995, she was director of the program in theater and dance at Princeton University, where she taught acting, scene study, and continued on page 44

A Christmas Carol

Keepsakes and Gifts

We have Christmas Carol and A.C.T. items that make great gifts and stocking stuffers for you and your loved ones!

NEW! CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
With Scrooge and Marley on the front and the Fezziwigs on the back, these colorful ornaments will brighten your tree. Ornaments are printed in white ink on two different globe colors: matte burgundy or translucent A.C.T. violet.

NEW! GEARY NOTE CARDS
Our blank note cards feature three beautiful full-color views of the Geary, the front of the theater, the auditorium and stage, and the stage seen from the wings, in boxes of 12 cards and 12 envelopes. A perfect, practical gift for your family, friends, or yourself!

SWEATSHIRTS
100% cotton sweatshirt with Carol/illustration and full-color illustration. Children's and adult sizes in red and black.

HOLIDAY NOTE CARDS
Full-color Carol/illustration on the outside, special holiday message from Tiny Tim on the inside. Includes envelope.

NIGHTSHIRTS
100% cotton nightshirt with Carol logo and full-color illustration. Children's and adult sizes in red and black.

COLORING SHEETS (CRAYONS INCLUDED!) Out-color our artist! Black-and-white poster on vellum paper, with a special crayon four-pack featuring the Carol logo.

POSTERS
Our full-color illustration will look great on your wall at home.

BOOKMARKS AND BUTTONS
Both feature the full-color Carol illustration and logo.

MUGS AND MAGNETS
Black with Carol/illustration and full-color illustration.

These items and more are available in the Geary Theater Box Office and in the main lobby (lobby is open after the show!). Please call 749-2ACT for more information.
Shakespeare for six years. Also a professional actor, she has performed in regional theaters and in numerous off-Broadway plays. Smith holds a B.A. in English and theater from Yale College and an M.F.A. in acting from the Yale School of Drama.

JAMES HAIRE (Producing Director) began his career on Broadway with Eva Le Gallienne's National Repertory Theater. He also stage-managed the Broadway productions of And Kiss Them For Me, as well as the national tour of Woody Allen's Don't Drink the Water. Off Broadway he produced Aeschylus' Little Eyolf (directed by Marshall W. Mason) and Shaw's Arms and the Man. Haire joined A.C.T. in 1971. He and his department were awarded Theater Crafts International's award for excellence in the theater in 1989, and in 1992 Haire was awarded a lifetime achievement award by the Bay Area Theatre Critics' Circle.

CRAIG SLAGHT (Young Conservatory Director) spent ten years in Los Angeles directing theater and television before joining A.C.T. in 1988. An award-winning educator, Slaght is a consultant to the Educational Theater Association and the National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts and is a frequent guest speaker and adjudicator throughout the country. He has published eight anthologies for young actors, three of which have been selected by the New York Public Library as "outstanding books for the teenager." In 1999, he founded the Young Conservatory's New Plays Program, to date 11 new works by professional playwrights have been developed, nine of which have been published by Smith & Kraus in two volumes of New Plays from A.C.T.'s Young Conservatory.

BRUCE WILLIAMS (Director of Summer Training Congress & Community Programs) has had a 22-year working relationship with A.C.T., where he has taught in the Advanced Training Program (ATP), Summer Training Congress, and Studio A.C.T. (which he also administers), directed numerous ATP studio productions, and acted in more than 40 mainstage productions. He has also performed on numerous other West Coast stages and has worked extensively in film, television, and voice-over.

PAUL WALSH (Dramaturg & Director of Humanities) has extensive experience as a dramaturg, translator, and adaptor, including many years collaborating with the Minneapolis-based Theatre de la Jeune Lune on such projects as Children of Paradise, Germain, Don Juan Giovanni, and The Homelock of Notre Dame. His translation of Strindberg's Creditors was directed by Carey Perloff at CSC in New York in 1991 and at A.C.T. in 1992. Walsh received a Ph.D. in drama from the University of Toronto and taught theater history and dramatic literature at Southern Methodist University. His critical writings appear in The Production Notebooks, Re-interpreting Brecht, Strindberg's Dramaturgy, Theater Symposium, and Essays in Theater.

MERYL LIND SHAW ( Casting Director) joined the A.C.T. artistic staff in 1993. During the previous 16 years, she stage-managed more than 60 productions throughout the Bay Area, including A.C.T.'s Bon Appetit and Creditor. She was resident stage manager at Berkeley Repertory Theatre for 12 years and production stage manager at the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival for three seasons. She was active with Actors' Equity Association for many years and served on the AEA negotiating committee in 1992 and 1993. Other casting projects include the San Francisco production of Pleasure at the Lapin Agile and the CD-ROM game Obsidian. Shaw also teaches in the A.C.T. Advanced Training Program.
TAKE STOCK IN A.C.T.
There are many creative ways to give to A.C.T. All are tax deductible, but recent increases in stock and mutual fund prices also offer A.C.T. donors a tremendous opportunity to:

Avoid capital gains taxes on the sale of appreciated stock;

Create an income-tax deduction equal to the fair-market value of the stock at the time of transfer; and

Generate a more significant gift than if you were just writing a check.

Additional ways to contribute to A.C.T.'s success include:

Cash—one of the most familiar ways to give;

Property—most real estate and personal property qualify as tax-deductible charitable gifts; and

Life insurance—the cash value of your current paid-up life insurance policy can benefit A.C.T.

PLANNED GIVING
Many people who could not otherwise contribute to A.C.T. as generously as they would like find they are able to do so with a carefully planned gift. You can make a valuable long-term contribution to great theater by:

Making a bequest to A.C.T.—please let us know if you have included A.C.T. in your will or estate plans; or

Creating a life-income charitable trust with A.C.T.—you can gain an immediate and substantial tax deduction, increased annual income paid to you for life, freedom from investment worries, and avoidance of capital gains taxes when you transfer appreciated property to a charitable remainder trust.

To find out more about ways to give to A.C.T., please contact:

A.C.T. Development Director John D. Loder
30 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 439-2308

American Conservatory Theater is deeply grateful for the generous support of the many individuals, corporations, foundations, and government agencies whose contributions make great theater possible. The list below reflects gifts received between June 1, 1996 and October 3, 1997.

GOVERNMENT, FOUNDATION, AND CORPORATE SPONSORS

5,000-$9,999
* Capital Group Companies
* The Chronicle Publishing Company
* San Francisco Chronicle and KRON-TV
* Charles M. Geschke and Nancy A.
  Geschke Foundation
* Crosby, Heafey, Roach & May
* Harry Denton's Starlight Room
* The Fred Gellert Family Foundation
* Graci's Restaurant
* Miriam and Peter Haas Fund
* Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
* LEF Foundation
* Levi Strauss Foundation
* Macy's West/Federated Department
  Stores
* MAGIK, Incorporated
* Morrison & Foerster
* Resolution Laser Printer Repair
* Union Bank of California
* Wells Fargo Bank

$2,500-$4,999
*Bear Stearns/The Monterey Fund
* Cala Foods/Bell Market
* California Council for the Humanities
* Genentech
* The William G. Gilmore Foundation
* La Fayette Caviar International
* Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation
* J.M. Long Foundation
* Edna M. Reischmuth Fund

$1,000-$2,499
*Anonymous
* Bombay Sapphire Dry Gin
* Mervyn L. Brenner Foundation
* Robert and Alice Bridges Foundation
* Eldorado Foundation
* Franklin Templeton Group
* Friedman Family Foundation
* Gaia Fund
* Matson Navigation/Alexander &
  Baldwin Foundation
* Moet & Chandon
* Laird Norton Trust
* Charles Schwab Corporation
  Foundation
* Sodickusa Vodka
* Morris Stulsaft Foundation
* Swiss Bank
MEMORIAL GIFTS
William Ball Memorial Fellowship Fund
In Memory of B. J. Braber
In Memory of Mr. Richard C. Hamister
In Memory of Polly McKibben
In Memory of Dennis Powers
In Memory of Sydney Walker

SPECIAL THANK YOU
Cityscape
Downtown Center Garage
Geary Courtyard
Gracias Restaurant
John's Cell
Oscar de la Renta
Saks Fifth Avenue

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFTS
The following corporations have generously matched gifts made by their employees to A.C.T., doubling the impact of these contributions. A.C.T. extends its gratitude to these companies and invites all of their employees to join in supporting theater in the San Francisco Bay Area.
ARCO Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Adobe Systems, Inc.
American Express Foundation
American President Co.
Argonaut Group Inc.
BankAmerica Matching Gifts
Barclays Global Investors, N.A.
Berkshire Dickinson
Bosch Company
CIGNA Foundation
CNA Insurance Companies
Capital Group Companies
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
Chevron
Cisco Systems
Citicorp at Court Square
Combined Health Appeal of California
Federated Department Stores
Fireman's Fund Foundation
Gartner Group Charitable Funds
Hambruch & Quist
Hewlett Packard Co.
HJ Foundation
IBM Corporation
IDG, International Data Group
Levi Strauss & Co.
Martin Marietta
McGraw-Hill Companies
Foundation, Inc.
Morrison & Foerster
Morton International, Inc.
Morton Thiboldeau Inc.
NORCAL Mutual Insurance
PG&E Matching Gifts Program
Philip Morris Companies
Platinum Technology
Polaris Corporation
Providian Bancorp, Inc.
Raychem Stair Fair Campaign
S.F. Powell Foundation
Shaklee U.S., Inc.
SiliconGraphics
St. Paul Companies
San Microsystems, Inc.
TRW Foundation
The Gap Foundation
Timers
Travelers Foundation
U.S. Leasing
Wells Fargo Bank
William & Flora Hewlett Foundation

1997–98 NATIONAL CORPORATE THEATRE FUND
Annual Fund Contributors
The National Corporate Theatre Fund is a nonprofit corporation created to increase and strengthen support from the business community for ten of this country’s most distinguished professional theaters. The American Conservatory Theater receives the support of the following corporations and individuals through their contributions to the National Corporate Theatre Fund:
ADP Foundation
Alliance Capital Management
American Express Company
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence H. Anderson
Arthur Andersen
AT&T Foundation
AVO Capital Corporation
AVO Products, Inc.
Bankers Trust Company
Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities
The BF Goodrich Foundation
Bill Blass, Ltd.
G. Barry Bingham, Jr.
Jacque and Raymond A. Boyce
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Fran and James E. Buckley
Cablevision Systems Corp.
Cal后卫man Nacrow
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Citibank, N.A.
CDS Foundation, Inc.
The Coca-Cola Company
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Creative Artists Agency, Inc.
Credit Suisse First Boston
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette
Drummers Play Service
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wright

Edelman Public Relations
Ernst & Young
Gabelli Funds, Inc.
The GE Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Len Goodman
The GTE Foundation
Johnson & Higgins
The Klein Foundation
KPMG Peat Marwick
Lehman Brothers
MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc.
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
Metropolitan Life Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Miller
Robert A. Munsch
NationsBank
Newhouse Inc.
NYNEX Corporation
Ogilvy & Mather
Dean Ostrum
PaineWebber
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison
Pepsi
Philip Morris Companies Inc.
Praxair Media
Price Waterhouse LLP
Quincy & Reilly
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc.
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett
Thompson, Profitt & Wood
Evelyn Mack Truitt
Viacom Inc.
William Morris Agency, Inc.
Woolworth Corporation
Xerox

LEADERSHIP CAMPAIGN FOR AMERICAN THEATRE
The Leadership Campaign for American Theatre is a $10 million challenge project to build much-needed capital support for our professional theatre in the United States. American Conservatory Theater is one of the resident theaters that is benefiting from the campaign. To date, the following organizations have committed more than $600,000, in total, to the Leadership Campaign: American Express Foundation
AT&T Foundation
The BF Goodrich Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Fatima Foundation
GTE Foundation
IBM Corporation
Mobil Foundation, Inc.
Praxair Media
Texaco, Inc.

EDUCATION

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Entertaining Education
For information on A.C.T. Prologues, Audience Exchanges, A.C.T. Perspectives sympo-
sia, and Word's Plays for school programs, please turn to the "Entertaining Education" page of this program.

Student Matinees
Matinees are offered at 1 p.m. to elementary, secondary, and college school groups for selected productions. Tickets are specially priced at $10. For information call (415) 439-2383.

Conservatory
A.C.T. offers classes, training, and advanced study in a wide range of theater disciplines. The Advanced Training Program offers rigorous three-year course of actor training, culminating in a master of fine arts degree. The Summer Training Program is an intensive program for those with some performing arts background. Studio A.C.T. offers evening and weekend classes to theater enthusiasts at every level of background and training. The Young Conservatory is a broad-based program for students between the ages of 8 and 18. Call (415) 439-2383 for a free brochure.

Costume Rental
A large collection of costumes, ranging from hand-made period garments to modern sportswear, is available for rental by schools, theaters, production companies, and individuals. For information call (415) 439-2379.

PARKING
A.C.T. patrons can park for just $8 at the San Francisco Hilton and Towers for up to five hours, subject to availability. Enter on Ellis Street between Mason and Taylor. Show your ticket stub for that day's perfor-
mance and receive the special price. After five hours, the regular rate applies.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
A.C.T.'s administrative and conservatory offices are located at 30 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 834-5200.

WEB SITE

BOX OFFICE AND TICKET INFORMATION
Geary Theater Box Office
Visit us at 465 Geary Street at Mason, next to the Geary Theater. Box office hours are 12 to 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, and 12 to 6 p.m. Sunday and Monday.

BASS
Tickets are available at BASS centers, including The Warehouse and Tower Records Video.

Charge by Phone or Fax
Call (415) 749-2217 to use your Visa, MasterCard, or American Express card. Or fax your ticket request with credit card information to (415) 749-2217.

Purchase Policy
All sales are final, and there are no refunds. Only current subscribers enjoy performance rescheduling privileges and lost-ticket insurance. If you are unable to attend at the last minute, you can donate your tickets to A.C.T. The value of donated tickets will be acknowledged by mail. Tickets for past performances cannot be considered a donation.

Mailing List
Call (415) 749-2217 to request subscription information and advance notice of A.C.T. events.

Ticket Prices
Ticket prices range from $11 to $51.

Subscriptions
Full-season subscriptions save up to 30% and receive special benefits including parking, restaurant, and extra-ticket discounts, performance rescheduling by phone, and more. New this season: create your own four-play subscription. Call the A.C.T. Subscription Hotline at (415) 749-2217 to find out about four- and seven-play packages.

Discounts
Half-price tickets are sometimes available on the day of performance at TIX on Union Square. Half-price student and senior rush tickets are available at the Geary Theater Box Office 90 minutes before curtain. Matinee senior rush tickets are available at noon on the day of the performance for $10. All rush tickets are subject to availability, one ticket per valid ID. Student subscriptions are also available at half price. New senior citizen discounts are available for full-season and sampler series subscriptions.

Group Discounts
For groups of 15 or more, call Linda Graham at (415) 439-7605.

Gift Certificates
A.C.T. gift certificates can be purchased in any amount by phone, fax, or in person at the Geary Theater Box Office. Gift certificates are valid for three years and may be redeemed for any performance.
AT THE THEATER
The Geary Theater is located at 415 Geary Street. The auditorium opens 30 minutes before curtain.

A.C.T. Merchandise
Posters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, nightshirts, mugs, note cards, scripts, and programs are available for purchase in the main lobby and at the Geary Theater Box Office.

Refreshments
Bar service is available one hour before the performance in Fred's Columbia Room on the lower lobby level and in the Sky Lobby on the second balcony level. Reservations for refreshments to be served at intermissions may also be made, at either bar or in the main lobby, during the hour before performance. Food and drink are not permitted in the auditorium.

Beepers
If you carry a pager, beeper, cellular phone, or watch with alarm, please make sure that it is set to the "off" position while you are in the theater. Do not leave it and your seat number with the house manager, so you can be notified if you are called.

Emergency Telephone
Leave your seat location with those who may need to reach you and call (415) 861-8896 in an emergency.

Latecomers
A.C.T. performances begin on time. Latecomers will be seated before the first intermission only if there is an appropriate interval.

Listening Systems
Headsets designed to provide clear, amplified sound anywhere in the auditorium are available free of charge in the lobby before performance. Please turn off your hearing aid when using an A.C.T. headset, as it will react to the sound system and make a disruptive noise.

Photographs and recordings of A.C.T. performances are strictly forbidden.

Rest rooms are located in Fred's Columbia Room on the lower lobby level, the Balcony Lobby, and the Carrot on the uppermost lobby level.

Wheelchair seating is available on all levels of the Geary Theater. Please call (415) 861-8896 in advance to notify the house staff of any special needs.

AFFILIATIONS
A.C.T. operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theaters and Actors' Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.

A.C.T. is a constituent of Theatre Communications Group, the national organization for the nonprofit professional theater. A.C.T. is a member of the League of Resident Theaters, Theatre Bay Area, Union Square Association, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, and San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau.

A.C.T. logo designed by Landor Associates.

The director is a member of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union.

A.C.T. is supported in part by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, and Grants for the Arts of the San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund.

A.C.T. is funded in part by the California Arts Council, a state agency.

Geary Theater Exits

Connecting you from Hart to Seoul.

AND 1 800 CALL ATT® GETS YOU FROM THE U.S. TO THE WORLD.

It's all within your reach.

AT&T
When is a complex, full flavored red wine ready to enjoy?

After 2 years? 4 years? 10?

How about tonight!

Most people are looking for great tasting, affordable red wines they can open and serve tonight. Forest Glen has created such wines—loaded with flavors of ripe fruit and toasty oak, yet remarkably soft and perfect for enjoying now.

Forest Glen
Taste it All

Forest Glen Winery, Sonoma, CA 800-692-5780

© 1997 Classic Wines of California, Ceres, CA